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Bur",en LO",T � Toise Stereo Preatnplifier 

33 Signal Inp FEATURES 
Lowest Noise i entional Phono Cartridges 
Monitor Source, Rec rd. Tape 1, Tape 2, or Aux. 
Accommoda es Ex er al Record and Monitor Processors 
Center Channel 0 p 
Tape Copying i Feedback 
Simplified Opera I g Co rols 

115 dB Dyna ic a ge a 0 dB Gain 
Frequency Respo se = . dB max. 20 Hz to 20' kHz 
Total Harmonic Dis · . 5% max. 20 Hz to 10kHz 
Output DC Coupled. 2.5 Rated, 8 V max. 
Input Impedance 24 a ig Level Inputs 
Computer Grade a er"als a d Precision Components 
Warranty 0 e Yea Pa s a d abor 

Model SP5200 DESCRIPTION 

The Model SP5200 Low Noise Stereo Prea""::: 'e' 
provides the basic control functions for recorc ng ar::: 
monitoring with increased accuracy and dynalT'lc ra�;;e 
The system can be used alone as an extremely Inea' 
flat response preamplifier or in conjunction i ex�e'�a 
signal processors for no compromise performa ceo 
Inputs and outputs are provided for inserting de ices 
such as a Dynamic Noise Filter and Program Equa ze' 
in the record channel while other processors suc as a 
Speaker Equalizer can be inserted in the moni or 
channel ahead of the volume control. A five inpu 
MONITOR selector permits listening to the source, 
processed or unprocessed, and either of two tape 
signals. An auxiliary monitor input can be tapped i : 
the external signal processing chain or used for a hire 
tape playback input. 

While the advanced performance and comp er 
grade construction exceed professional requiremen s 
the simplified operating controls of the Model SP5200 
make it suitable for both the expert and the novice. T e 
operating controls consist of a RECORD source 
selector, MONITOR, MODE. 0 or 15 DB, and 
a pair of VOLUME controls. By using a pair of closely 
spaced, accurately matched, slide potentiometers for 
VOLUME, both level adjustment and channel balancing 
are easily accomplished with one hand. 

Components which affect the gain and frequency 
response consist of wide gain-bandwidth operational 

a"""o �ers, 1 % mylar capacitors, 1 % metal film resist
crs. a d solid tantulum coupling capacitors. The power 
s ;:p y s highly regulated and uses computer grade 
• :er apacitors. Circuit boards are two sided epoxy

' 

;; as: ,\ ground plane shielding for circuit isolation. 
.... ;;n put impedance buffer amplifiers and dc coupled 
S ;;'la 0 puts prevent loss of low frequencies. Exhaus
: .e ·es s and final burn-in assure that every component 
s :::o·.,g i s job reliably. 

Basic to the achievement of wide dynamic range 
s :he se of wideband operational amplifiers connected 

'e' . closed loop gain in relatively low impedance 
cts. The monitor section of the system, Figure 2, 

n 'es a total of four operational amplifiers in each 
cha�nel operated with a total gain of 15 dB. High input 
"":::edance is provided by the 0 dB gain input amplifier. 
..,: e record section of the system there are no ampli-

• ers to produce noise or distortion except the phono 
preaMplifier. 

A unique feedback type input resistance simu
at r,'n conjunction with a very high transconductance 

si gle-ended FET input preamplifier, produces the 
I west nOise level yet achieved with conventional phono 
ca ridge inductances. With gain adjustable from 27 to 
55 dB the phono preamplifier.accommodates cartridges 
fr m e highest output to the lowest output. Figure 1 
il us ra es the operating principle. 
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FIGURE 1. LOW NOISE PHONO PREAMPLIFIER 
Noise due to the usual47k input resistor is reduced 
10 dB by using instead 499k with feedback to reduce 
its effective value. 
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Model SP5200 

SPECIFICATIO-L 
Typical @ 25° C with 5k load unless ot e 
specified. 
GAIN 

o dB, direc Record section 
Phono to record 
Phono to main output 
Monitor section 

27 to 55 dB ad,�s:a:: = 
70 dB max. 

INPUT 
Maximum undistorted 
Phono, max. @ 1 kc 
Input impedance 
Phono input impedance 

OUTPUT 
Rated 
Clipping level 
Center channel 
Center channel open circuit 
Impedance 
Short Circuit Protection 

FREQUENCY RESPONSE 
Small signal 20 Hz to 20 kHz 
RIAA Phono, 20 Hz to 20 kHz 
Full power response @ 2.5 V 

DISTORTION 

o or 15 dB ma 

+21 dBm, 8.7 V 
400 mV 
240 k 
47k or 100k 

2.5 V 
+21 dBm, 8.7 V 
-11 dB 
-9 dB 
50 ohms 
Included 

±0.1 dB max. 
±0.5 dB max. 
1 Hz to 40 kHz 

Total harmonic, 20 Hz to 20 kHz 0.05% max. 
Total harmonic, 1 kHz, 8.7 V 0.02% 
Intermodulation, 60 Hz, 
7 kHz, 4:1 0.01% 

27 to 55 DB 
47 k or 
100 k 

PHONO 

INPUT 

SOURCE 

TAPE 1 

TAPE 2 

TUNER 
SPARE 

ODB 

RECORD L.-....;.;=:;,,;.;.;� MONITOR 
_________ TA_P_E_1 .... S E LEG TOR 

TAPE 2 
AUX 

240 k 
INPUTS 

ODB 

se 

OISE 
-;- -= = '::-:·:2 Hz 

-;- .: =- --'-
:: 
:: 
- �:- -=: 
- _ �: - _ ,- : <: :'a-s ent 

CO OLS --- ---

=: -:-- :--= -="5. 

S 

95 dB min. below rated output 
105 dB min. below rated output 
90 dB below 10 mV input 
83 dB below 10 mV input 

±50 mV 

Phono, Tape 1, Tape 2, 
Tuner, Spare 
Source, Record, Tape 1, 
Tape 2, Aux. 
Mono, Stereo, Reverse, 
Left, Right 

Matched slide pots 

power, 0-15 dB 

1 
4 
1,000 w max. 

14.5" W, 11.8" D, 4.9" H 
36.8 cmW.30 cmD, 12.4 cmH 
151bs. 
6.8 kg. 

R REQUIREMENTS 
: ·�;e 

-: :-= 
105-125 V, 50-60 Hz, 8 w 
210-250 V, 50-60 Hz, 8 w 

1 year parts and labor 
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LOW NOISE STEREO PREAMPLIFIER 

Model SP5200 

UNPACKING 

Unpack your Preamplifier carefully and check it for any 

possible damage caused by shipping. If the unit is faulty, 

return it in its original carton to your dealer since the ship

ping container may show evidence of mishandling. 

Complete your Instrument Warranty Registration Card and 

mail it to Burwen Laboratories immediately. 

LINE VOLTAGE INPUT 

Your Low Noise Stereo Preamplifier is designed to operate 

with a power line input of 105-125 volts, 50 to 60 Hz. Do 

not connect it to any other line voltage or frequency since 

this can cause damage to the power supply. A 230-volt 
version is available on special order. 

SYSTEM FUNCTIONS 

The model SP5200 is divided into two sections, record and 

monitor. The RECORD selector connects any of five 

sources, PHONO, TAPE 1, TAPE 2, TUNER, or SPARE to 

the TAPE I and TAPE 2 RECORD jacks. Only the phono 

input is amplified. The EXTERNAL PROCESSOR I and 

EXTERNAL PROCESSOR 2 jacks are located in the signal 

path between the RECORD selector and the TAPE 

RECORD jacks (see Figure 2 of the specification sheet). 

When no external processors are used shielded cables must 

be connected between the TO and FROM EXTERNAL 

PROCESSOR jacks to complete the signal path to the 

TAPE RECORD jacks. 

In the monitor section of the SP5200, the MONITOR se

lector connects signals in five different locations to the 

VOLUME control. 

SOURCE 

RECORD 

TAPE 1& 

TAPE 2 

connects the monitor section to the 

RECORD selector switch output 

connects the monitor section to the 

output of the EXTERNAL PRO

CESSOR chain 

connects the monitor section to the 

TAPE I and TAPE 2 PLAY jacks 

respectively 

AUXILIARY - connects the monitor section to the 

AUXILIARY jacks 

The SPEAKER EQUALIZER jacks are located in the signal 

path between the MONITOR selector and the VOLUME 

control. When these jacks are not being used, shielded ca-

bles must be connected ben,·eei. 

SPEAKER EQUALIZER jacks (Q • 

to the VOLUME control. 

The MAIN output signals are at the prope� :e';ei :-,), ;ee=:;;� 

your power amplifier. A CENTER CHA�"EL OlT?L � is 

provided for feeding a front center amplifier chz:lfiE: i�o::

the sum of the main left and right outputs. Since the .:e�Ee; 

channel is normally operated at a lower level than the lei: 

and right channels, a power amplifier half the size of the 

main channel amplifiers is sufficient. All three speaker sys

tems should preferably be identical. 

INSTALLATION 

System connections should be made by means of shielded 

stereo pair cables. Figure 3 shows typical system connec

tions. 

Power 

Disconnect all power from your system. 

Plug your tape recorder into the UNSWITCHED ac outlet. 

Plug your power amplifier, tuner, turntable, and external 

processor into the SWITCHED ac outlets. Do not exceed 

1,000 watts total. 

High Level Inputs 

All inputs are designed to accept a nominal signal level of 

0.77 V rms (0 dB) with peaks reaching 2.5 V rms (+ I 0 dB). 

The SP5200 has no gain in its record section and a maxi

mum gain of 15 dB in its monitor section. Input overload 

is 8.7 V rms (+21 dB). Connect the left and right line level 

outputs from your sources to TAPE I, TAPE 2, TUNER, 

and SPARE as shown in Figure 3. 

Phono 

When used with high impedance cartridges the phono con

necting cable should preferably be of the low capacitance 

type supplied by the turntable manufacturer. Do not add 

an extension to the phono cable unless necessary because 
the added capacitance may alter the high freq uency re

sponse of your cartridge. Connect the ground wire from the 

turntable chassis to the ground post on the rear panel of the 

SP5200. For typical high impedance cartridges set the 

FEEDBACK LOAD switch at LOW, 47 K. Some ('0-4 car

tridges are specified for use with a lOOK load in which case 

the knob should be set at LOW, 100 K. At this setting the 

gain of the preamplifier as shipped from the factory is 40 

dB at 1 kHz from phono to record. If this gain is inappro

priate complete your system hookup and follow the in

structions under Phono Gain Adjustment. 



A second phono cartridge of the same high impedance type 
can be added in parallel by using a pair of Y adapters 
(Switchcraft 330FlPI or equivalent). 

External Processors 

Any number of external signal processing devices can be 
connected between the SOURCE selector and the TAPE I 

and TAPE 2 RECORD jacks. In the example (Figure 3 . the 
Dynamic Noise Filter connected to EXTERNAL PRO
CESSOR I operates on the signal first. Since the D\,F i
unity gain device which functions optimally on unpro es.sc . 
signals, it precedes the Expander-Compressor and Pro:r 
Equalizer which are connected in series and to EXTER.'\'AL 
PROCESSOR 2. The Expander-Compressor is conne e 
before the Program Equalizer since it is designed to opera'e 
on unequalized signals. As noted under System Fun tio 5. 

the TAPE RECORD jacks will be inoperative unless the ,,-::
nal path from the RECORD SELECTOR is com Iete' 

either through external processors or through cables 0 -
necting the TO and FROM EXTERNAL PROCESSOR 
jacks together. One stereo pair cable connecting TO EX
TERNAL PROCESSOR 1 to FROM EXTERKAL PRO, 
CESSOR 2 will complete the signal path. Monito 'rIg -'_e 

output of the RECORD selector can be accompli- e' ,:" 

out these signal connections by switching the MO�lTOR 
selector to SOURCE. 

Encoding Noise Reduction 

Encoding-decoding noise reducers such as the Bu 'er::::1XXl 
Audio Processor,dbx, or Dolby should be asso ia e - r.,-:� a 

tape recorder and connected directly before a 2..-=:=: ::_ 

Tape Record 

TAPE RECORD 1 and TAPE RECORD 2 ja _', _: \-::':e 

tape record signals which have been processed _ - u':e ex

ternal processors. To prevent an oscillation loo? ,':-"':;::j 

could possibly damage your speakers no signal is p ,,5C:1: a: 

T APE RECORD I when SOURCE selector is set a T_-\PE : 
and no signal appears at TAPE RECORD _ ,·hel:. :.'1e 
SOURCE selector is set at TAPE 2. 

If a single encoding noise reducer is to be used 'or - o:h 

tape machines this safety feature can be defeated _ .  0 -

necting the record input in parallel with the FRO�I EX
TERNAL PROCESSOR 2 jacks using a pair of Y a -a. e s 
(Switchcraft 330FIPI or equivalent). 

Auxiliary Input 

This input goes to the MONITOR selector and can be used 
for a third tape playback input. Alternatively it can be tap
ped into the external signal processing chain for monitoring 
a partially processed signal as illustrated in Figure 3. 

Main Outputs 

The two pairs of main outputs connected in parallel are dc 
coupled to the preamplifier output. The SP5200 delivers up 
to 8.7 V rms before clipping, into any load of 1,000 ohills 
or higher. 

Thus up to ten 10 K input impedance power amplifiers can 
be driven by a single preamplifier. 

Center Channel Output 

The use of a center speaker channel can help spread the 
s ereo image more evenly between the left and right speak
e s. \'ormally the center channel which is derived frolll the 
left plus right outputs, as shown in Figure 2 of the specifi-

arion sheet, is operated at a lower level between -10 and 
-13 dB with respect to either the left or the right channel 
separately. This output has a higher internal impedance and 
is intended to feed an amplifier input impedance of 5 K or 
more_ A rear panel CENTER CHANNEL LEVEL adjust
ment permits proper balancing of the stereo image. 

Speaker Equalizer 

An external equalizer can be connected between the MON
TOR SELECTOR and the VOLUME controls via the 
SPEAKER EQUALIZER jacks. When not in use TO and 
FROM SPEAKER EQUALIZER must be connected to
::ether to complete the signal path to the MAIN OUTPUT. 

Headphones 

Headphones can be plugged into your tape machine or for 
· est performance driven from your power amplifier. Figure 
3 shows how a three pole double throw switch can discon-

ect your three speaker. systems while connecting your 
'eadphones through attenuators to your left and right 
· ower amplifiers. The attenuator is needed to prevent your 
power amplifier from delivering too much power and noise 
o your phones. Frequently a simple series resistor is suffi

ient or the attenuator shown in Figure 4 can be used. This 
a tenuator is suitable for most 4 to 600 ohm headphones 
when connected to an amplifier rated at 100 to 200 watts 
· 

0 8 ohms. It provides slight blending of the channels to 
ounteract the exaggerated stereo effect in headphones. 

SYSTEM CHECKOUT 

Before turning on the power recheck your wiring for pro

per connections and to see that all phono plugs are proper
I .. seated. Set the controls as follows: 

RECORD @ the desired input 
�!O ITOR @ SOURCE 
VOLUME@O 
0,15 DB@O 
MODE@MONO 

s 



If your power amplifiers have volume controls set them @ 

O. Turn on the power and advance the volume controls on 

your power amplifiers and your preamplifier slightly until 
the selected source .can be heard. Check each source using 
the RECORD selector. 

POWER AMPLIFIER BALANCING 

With the 0, 15 DB switch set@O feed in a signal from your 
tuner or tape machine and advance your volume controls to 
10. Adjust the volume controls on your power amplifiers 
for equal sound levels from each speaker such that the 
sound seems to come from exactly between speakers. The 
controls should be set for fairly loud volume with no peaks 

reaching the amplifier clipping level. Higher gain and levels 

can be attained in operation by setting the gain switch @ 
15 dB. 

PHONO GAIN ADJUSTMENT 

The factory setting of 40 dB @ 1 kHz gain in the phono 

preamplifier section of your SP5200 Low Noise Stereo Pre

amplifier is nominal for a majority' 'of phona cartridges. If 

proper volume cannot be achieved at any setting of the 
VOLUME control it may be necessary to adjust the gain 
higher or lower using the controls available at the rear panel 

of your preamplifier. The FEEDBACK LOAD switch can 

be used to produce a 14 dB increase in gain by changing the 

setting from LOW to HIGH and selecting the position for 

the proper input resistance as specified by your cartridge 

manufacturer. 

CAUTION 

Set your VOLUME controls @ 0 before operating the 

FEEDBACK LOAD switch to avoid feeding a loud thump 

to your speakers. 

The phono input LEVEL adjustment potentiometers have 

been factory set near maximum to produce 40 dB gain. 

These controls can be set for up to 14 dB lower gain. To 

check the left-right balance using a monophonic record use 

the MODE switch to compare left and right which can then 
be set for equal levels. Note that the maximum input capa
bility of the phono preamplifier is 400 mV @ 1 KHz rms 
with the FEEDBACK LOAD switch set @ LOW and is re

duced to 80 mV when the switch is set @ HIGH. For 40 dB 
of gain then it is preferable to set the potentiometers near 

maximum and the FEEDBACK LOAD switch @ LOW 
Overall the combined gain adjustment range is 27 - 55 dB. 

If equipment is available to measure the TAPE RECORD 

output when using a test record such as the NAB Test 

Record, your phono preamplifier can be set to produce 0 

dB, 0.77 V @ the standard reference level of 3.5 cm/sec. 

rms or 5 cm/sec. peak. 

If two phono cartridges are connected in parallel the load 

should be set @47 K. For a single cartridge follow the man

ufacturer's instructions or set the load for the best sound at 
extreme high frequencies. 

OPERATION 

Record 

This control selects the 
'
source which is sent through ex

ternal processors and then to your tape recorder. 

Monitor 

When set @ SOURCE you are listening to the source select
ed by the RECORD SELECTOR ahead of any external pro

cessors. When set @ RECORD you are listening to the signal 

after external processing. TAPE 1 or TAPE 2 allows simul

taneous monitoring from tape. AUX. allows you to monitor 

a third tape ma�hine or tap in between external processors. 

Volume 

Both channels can be set with one hand. To balance left 

and right simply twist your fingers. 

0,15 DB 

This control changes the range of the VOLUME controls to 

provide good resolution for low level listening as well as 
high level. 

Mode 

Use this switch for checking channel balance or single 

channel listening. 

Copying A Tape 

All controls function just as though the tape you are play

ing is any other source. When listening to TAPE I no record 

signal appears at tape machine 1 and when listening to 

TAPE 2 no record signal appears at tape machine 2. 

FOUR CHANNELS USING TWO PREAMPLIFIERS 

Two Model SP5200 Low Noise Stereo Preamplifiers can 

complement each other well in a discrete or matrix four 

channel system using one for front channels and the second 

for rear channels. 

Matrix Decoder 

, The input to any matrix decoder can be connected to TO 

EXTERNAL PROCESSOR 2 of the front channel pre

amplifier using Y adapters to connect it in parallel with 



whatever is normally fed from those jacks. The output from 

the matrix decoder can return to the AUXILIARY input of 
the front channel preamplifier and to the SPARE input of 
the rear channel preamplifier. 

Rear Speakers Used With Two Channel Stereo 

By connecting the MAIN OUTPUT from the front pre
amplifier to the AUXILIARY input of the rear preamplifier 
four speakers can operate in stereo with independent con
trol of the rear speakers. In this arrangement the front pre
amplifier provides the master VOLUME controls for all 

four speakers. Only one speaker equalizer need be used 
with the front preamplifier for all four channels. 

If separate speaker equalizers are used for both front and 
rear channels and cannot be switched out the AUXILIARY 
input of the rear preamplifier can be connected to TO 
SPEAKER EQUALIZER using Y adapters to connect it in 

pa
'
rallel with the input to the front speaker equalizer. 

ote: Open inputs may pick up slight hum via leakage 
through cable shielding or proximity of the power 

cord to the input jacks. This hum will disappear 
when connected to a low impedance source. 

Care Of Your Preamplifier 

�o periodi main tenance is needed beyond occassional 
dusting. CAUTION - avoid using solvents and cleaning 

uids as these may mar the finish. 

Your Low �oise Stereo Preamplifier is built to the most 
n ontrol standards possible. Each unit is pretested at 
the fa wry prior to shipping. If you experience any diffi-

ul __ ;vith your preamplifier, return it to your Burwen deal
er as indi atep on your warranty card. 

SYSTEM TROUBLESHOOTING 

SYMPTOMS POSSIBLE CAUSES 

No output, both channels 1. Volume on rols turned down on other equipment. 
2. At power dis onnected. 
3. 1 0 cables or external equipment connected to 

EXTER.!.'\AL PROCESSOR or SPEAKER EQUALIZER jacks. 
4. RECORD or _IO�ITOR switch set incorrectly. 

No output, one channel I. Che k auses 1- above. 
2. De'fe rive a io able or connection. 

Excessive hum or noise I. Loose plug or de e ri,'e cable. 

2. o turntable ground (phono only). 
3. Defecth'e tone arm wiring. = 
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